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Abstract 

      The research gives an idea about Hegel's thinking about the 
relationship between freedom and history. This nature shows that the 
argument of freedom and history is in its essential core the process of 
developing the self awareness of the spirit on its own which means its 
freedom. In addition to that, it tells that the process of awareness 
developing is really Laborious, long and cultural and it has taken a long 
time to be practiced as a principle in the political relationship, objectives 
virtues and countries' laws, then Society has been reformulated 
accordingly. That process is considered as one thing as history. That is to 
say" The history of the world is only a process of the awareness 
developing of  freedom," and" freedom is the nature of spirit and its 
unique truth". Moreover, on the rout of the  development history, the 
spirit struggles to understand that and achieve it .Gradually, the national 
spirit of nations and the historical people embody it as being historical 
individuals. How ever, in their cores, they are only different or properties 
of the  process of spirit's producing itself and its world according to the 
standard of its freedom's awareness, and that is the cognitive element that 
adds more on the natural occurrence of events and happenings, and 
reveals that history is the result of the struggle of the spirit for possessing 
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freedom and a and chapters in its attempt to construct itself, each  growth 
of the spirit is a  degree its possession of awareness and  freedom, where 
by  the full expression of the   of the reality of  possessing. Comes with 
the final stage that the  developing of  human history permits.  

     Hegel defined the main three historical periods as to of how the 
awareness of freedom advanced. In the first period spirit was defined as 
(the oriental world) where there are only one free man and he is the 
emperor, or the tyrant ruler or the oppressing pharaoh. It was defined in 
the second period as (the Greek- Roman-World), that there are only few 
free people. Whereas in the final stage (the western world) spirit has 
reached to the awareness that human being his own is a free man, and 
freedom is the nature of spirit and the aim of history. 

 

 


